STINSON BEACH HISTORICAL SOCIETY
BOARD MEETING APRIL 8, 2014
PRESENT: Mark White, Jane Slack, Phyllis Fitzpatrick, Georgia Heid, Celeste Washington, Tamae
Agnoli, Barrie Stebbings, Philip Banta
Marcus announced that SBHS received a gratis copy of “Rebels with a Cause” from the filmmakers. He
also noted that we netted approximately $200 (not yet received) from the event and we had contributed
$60 toward the SBCC cleaning fee.
SPRING EVENT
The Garden Party will take place on Saturday, May 18, at Marty Cline’s residence. We surmised that it
will be held between 2:00-5:00, but will confirm with Marty. KT will assist with catering; we will donate
a case of wine. The event will be free; we will sell T-shirts and books. Celeste ordered 2 cases of books,
which we moved and approved her doing. Marcus will confirm by email what additional duties we will be
responsible for (i.e., clean-up, publicity, etc.).
MEMORIAL GARDEN
Philip Banta passed out a chronological list of SB Memorial names he has compiled. He asked for
suggestions in researching early residents (pre-1830) and help in adding names and events to the list.
Marcus and David have been working on this and will resume when David returns from Africa. We spent
some time recalling old timers and questioning why some names were included on the list. This is an
ongoing process and everyone seems to be motivated to contribute some time and energy to assist Philip.
SBHS WEBSITE
Tamae, Barrie and Celeste will meet with Kevin and Erica on Friday, April 18, at 10:00 a.m. at the
Library to put the final touches on our website (stinsonbeachhistoricalsociety.org), after which our Virtual
Exhibit should be accessible and we will know how to keep it updated. The archivists are still dissatisfied
with the overall design and will attempt to work out a solution with Erica.
Celeste thought we should discuss our Scholarship Fund since proceeds from David’s presentation had
been earmarked for that. This was tabled until our next meeting when David can be present.

NEXT MEETING
To Be Announced

